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ABSTRACT
The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) - successor
of the Hubble Space Telescope - will carry four
scientific instruments of which the Mid-InfraredInstrument MIRI, a combined mid-infrared camera and
spectrograph, will perform observations in the thermal
infrared at wavelengths between 5 and 27 microns. The
MIRI wheel mechanisms are design and developed
under the responsibility of the Max Planck Institute for
Astronomy (MPIA). MIRI owns one Filter Wheel
Assembly (FWA) carrying18 different optical elements
(imaging filters, coronagraphic masks, double prism)
and two Dichroic Grating Wheels Assemblies (DGAs)
with three positions each for dichroics and gratings.
these wheel mechanisms have to provide a very reliable
positioning accuracy of 4 arcseconds and a very low
heat dissipation to fulfill the science requirements. The
wheel mechanisms include a several critical components
like high precision ball bearings with dry MoS2
lubrication, cryogenic motors and a magneto-resistive
position sensor system. In order to assure the reliable
functionality of the complete wheel mechanisms, they
have to undergo extensive testing. All components of
the mechanism have been space qualified which means
among others that they did undergo 20 cryo-cycles
between room temperature and 7 K and radiation
testing. We present here acceptance test results for the
MIRI wheel flight models.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The infrared space observatory JWST is jointly
developed by the US, European and Canadian Space
Agencies. Its 6.5m-mirror will allow acquisition of
images that will be as sharp as those taken by the
smaller Hubble mirror in the optical range. To avoid
blinding of the sensitive cameras by its own thermal
radiation, the primary mirror is radiatively cooled to a
temperature of ~ 45K. This “passive cooling” is possible
at the Lagrangian Point L2 at 1.5 million km anti-solar
distance from Earth. NASA will have overall
responsibility for the JWST mission to be launched

aboard an European ARIANE-5 rocket in the year 2014.
JWST is equipped with four scientific instruments, two
of which are built mainly in Europe: MIRI, a camera
with coronagraph and spectrometer for the mid-infrared
range (5 to 28 µm), is built by a consortium of European
institutes, with JPL providing the focal planes and the
cryo-mechanical cooler. NIRSPEC, a near-infrared
range (1 to 5 µm) multi-object spectrograph capable of
observing more than 100 objects simultaneously, is
developed by ESA and an industrial consortium led by
EADS-Astrium, Germany.
2.

MIRI AND ITS CRYOMECHANISMS

MIRI is a combination of an imaging and a
spectroscopic instrument to cover the entire mid
infrared region. It is described elsewhere in detail [1];
also reports on its subsystems are published [2]. 21
institutes mainly from European countries contribute to
the development, manufacturing, qualifications and
testing of the instrument. MIRI has to be operated at 7K
so that its own thermal emission will not outshine the
cosmic infrared radiation and detectors are at their
operating temperature. MIRI contains four mechanisms:
A filter wheel assembly in the imager section, two
dichroic/grating wheel assemblies in the spectrometer
and a contamination control cover in the input optics
chain. This paper covers the development of the MIRI
wheel mechanisms. The contamination control cover is
described in detail in [3].
The filter wheel carries 18 selectable optical elements:
narrow and broad band filters, a prism and four
coronographic masks. The two almost identical
grating/dichroic wheels carry combinations of gratings
and dichroics with only three positions for each wheel
(Fig. 1). All wheels have to satisfy the obvious
requirements: (1) high reliability for 5…10 years, (2)
low driving power, (3) high positional accuracy, (4)
survival of launch vibration. In addition, for the first
time, JWST’s warm launch required the mechanisms to
be operational from standard laboratory conditions
(humid air, T ~ 290 K) to the cryo-vacuum (T ~ 7 K).
The JWST wheel mechanisms are based on a ratchet
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Fig. 1 The MIRI imager houses the filter wheel with 18 positions (left). The spectrometer section has two gratingdichroic wheels (right), visible are the grating disks of both units. The dichroic disks are mounted on the same axis
underneath.

principle: At the periphery of the wheel small ball
bearings are mounted. Their number corresponds to the
quantity of optical elements. A wedge-shaped element
on a moving lever latches between two ball bearings,
thus locating the position of the wheel with a
repeatability of ~1 arcsec. The central motor is a torque
motor without transmission. The exact position is
carried out mechanically without electric power by the
spring torsion of the ratchet system. This drive concept
avoids feedback from an electrical position sensor and
electrical power dissipation since positioning is always
carried out mechanically with great reliability. The
ratchet wheel drive mechanism, as operated on three
wheels for a million steps in the ISOPHOT instrument
during the 29 months ISO mission [4], was selected as a
base for the MIRI wheels. A central torque motor
rotates the wheel and the selected position is then
determined by the “snap-in” of the ratchet between two
index ball bearings at the circumference of the wheel.
The motor is only powered for ~ 1 s and switched off
during the typically several thousands of seconds for
each astronomical measurement. Therefore, the average
heat dissipation of this system is extremely low. A
magnetoresistive position sensor mounted to the support
structure and stimulated by small magnets mounted on
the wheel verifies the correctness of the new position
after each movement. There is no closed-loop control to
the motor.

All mechanisms have been successfully operated within
the MIRI verification model, the first functional model
of a JWST instrument [5]. While the VM wheel
mechanisms where already described in [6], this paper
focuses on the design and performance of the flight
models of the FWA and DGAs. Major changes have
been performed in the field of structural mechanics to
meet the stringent vibration requirements within MIRI,
showing significant resonance amplifications within the
imager and spectrometer sections. The FM design also
incorporates lessons learnt from the VM programs on
several design details, e.g. regarding the position sensor
system.
3.

DETAILED DESIGN

3.1 Filter Wheel Assembly (FWA)
An exploded view of the FWA design with its
subassemblies is shown in Fig. 2. The FWA mechanism
is split-up into subassemblies: (1) The electrical
subassembly including the motor, the sensors with the
electrical interface, (2) the filter wheel subassembly
(with optical elements), (3) the ratchet subassembly
including twice coiled spring, (4) the bearing
subassembly with the kinematic interface plate, (5)
magnet ring subassembly (6) the support structure. The
support structure integrates the ratchet base plate. The
ratchet detent is visible on top of it. Index bearings are

Fig. 2 Explosion view of the Filter Wheel Assembly (FWA).

positioned on the circumference of the filter wheel
subassembly. The support structure is connected via the
stator interface plate and a kinematic interface plate
(KIP) to the outer ring of the duplex bearing, which is
the fixed part. The inner ring of the Duplex Bearing is
connected via another KIP to the filter wheel. For
shifting the center of gravity of the rotating parts in
between the two bearing raceways an axial balancing
weight is used. The function of the support structure is
to provide a mechanical interface between mechanism
and MIRIM. Therefore the main structure is made of
Al6061 which is also used as MIRIM base material and
can be directly mounted to it without concern about
thermally induced stress in the interface.
The FWA will be operated between 6K and 20K.
However, on ground they will be tested in cryo-vacuum
as well as at ambient temperature. Thus, the
mechanisms must be fully functional at temperatures
which differ by almost 300 K. Therefore, (1) CTE
mismatches between aluminum and stainless steel
subassemblies must be accommodated by kinematic
interfaces in order to prevent misalignment and
deteriorations, (2) CTE mismatches between C84 (TiAlloy) and bearing will be not compensated. The
dimensions are small and a transition fit under cryo is
tolerable. (3) materials and parts, including bearings and
lubrication, must be well suited for the use at both
temperatures. Kinematic interfaces are placed between
support structure and bearing and between duplex

bearing and the filter wheel. The kinematic plates shall
provide accurate, meaning repeatable and well-defined
positions between connected subassemblies under

Fig. 3 Fully assembled flight model of the MIRI filter wheel
assembly. The unit is here being prepared for integration in
the MIRIM imager for the vibration test.

Fig. 4 Explosion view of the Dichroic/Grating Wheel Assembly (DGA).

temperature shifts. Furthermore, the kinematic
interfaces shall limit the stress and residual
deformations on the suspended subassemblies.
The stator interface plate provides the interface from the
support structure to the C84-stator and to the KIP,
which is mounted onto the outer ring of the central
bearing. The outer bearing ring of the bearing
subassembly is fixed via KIP to the stator interface
plate. This configuration was found under the constraint
that the motor needs to be mounted at its stator to the
main structure, because the rotor assembly is sitting on
the axis of the main bearing. Fig.2 shows also the
kinematical interface between the bearing and the main
structure. The kinematical interface plate 2 connects the
stator interface plate and the outer ring of the bearing. In
this configuration the kinematical interface has to be
used because of the different CTEs of the different
materials. The kinematical interface plate 2 is fixed on
the outer bearing ring by a locking ring. The axial center
of gravity (CoG) is shifted towards the bearing center to
achieve minimized bearing loads. The CoG of the
rotating subassembly is located between the two bearing
races in axial direction. Because of the position of the
CoG there exists no bending moment around the
bearing. The CoG of the inactive/resting subassembly is
located outside of the bearing. Thus there is a high
surface pressure at the balls of the bearing.
The material of the kinematic interface plate
compensates the different CTEs between the different
surrounding part materials and has a high mechanical

stiffness which is needed. No torsion oscillation arises
through the design and the symmetry of the kinematic
interface plate. One KIP shown in Fig. 2 facilitates the
CTE compensation between the stator interface plate
and the outer ring of the bearing possible (AISI 440C).
The material is Incoloy 908 which has the same
temperature behaviour in CTE as the bearing material
AISI 440C. The other KIP shown in Fig. 2 makes the
CTE compensation between the Filter Wheel made of
6061-T6 and the inner ring of the bearing (AISI 440C)
possible. The material is Incoloy 908 as well. Fig. 3
shows the fully assembled FWA in the cleanroom at
ZEISS.
3.2 Dichroic/Grating Wheel Assembly (DGA)
The design of the spectrometer wheel mechanism is
similar to the FWA and comprises the following
subassemblies which are shown in Fig. 4: (1) the
support structure with the interface to the OBA and the
ratchet subassembly, (2) the bearing / shaft subassembly
with a first kinematic interface plate to the support and a
distance piece to the kinematic interface plate of the
grating wheel, (3) the dichroic wheel subassembly,
including a second kinematic interface, (4) the grating
wheel subassembly, (5) the electrical subassembly
including the torque motor C84, the sensors and the
electrical interface, and (6) the kinematic interface plate
of DGA with index bearings. The dichroic wheel on the
left hand side integrates an isostatic mount that
facilitates connection to the C84 rotor which is in turn

Fig. 5 The fully assembled dichroic/drating wheel
assembly DGA-B after assembly in the clean room.

directly mounted onto the shaft. On the other side of the
shaft the grating subassembly is attached to the shaft via
a further kinematic interface. In this configuration, the
shaft with the inner bearing ring belongs to the rotating
part of the mechanism and must lock grating and
dichroic wheel together in angular direction. The C84
stator is directly connected to the support, which in turn
is connected to the outer bearing ring via a kinematic
interface. This kinematic interface also accommodates
the index bearings. Both rotor plates of the torque motor
appear as in the regular design of the C84. The stator of
the torque motor is connected to the support structure.
Similar to the situation in the filter wheel, the
connection is made between materials of vastly
differing CTEs. In order to distribute the pressure of the
screws over the perimeter in a symmetrical way, a ring
washer is used which covers a whole ring of the stator.
Fig. 5 shows the integrated DGA. One of the most
challenging tasks during integration and assembly was
the alignment of the three wheel poitions which had a
requirement of 120 deg +/- 20 arcsec on the angular
separation.
4.

the ASTRO SPAS/CRISTA and the IBSS IR telescopes
and is presently in the flight model phase for the
HERSCHEL/PACS filter wheels. The motor consists of
an inner body of fixed and paired coil groups building
the stator, which is connected to a given mounting
structure in the assembly, and a free rotating outer body,
clamped around the stator and hosting the
corresponding permanent magnets. The mechanical
interface of this rotor allows for a proper fixation of the
rotating filter and dichroic/grating wheels themselves,
respectively. The motor can be driven either in cold
redundancy (two independent coil sets) or with highest
torque but only in warm redundancy (coil sets in series),
when coil sets are in series. Note that the Cryo 84 rotor
has been adopted individually for the needs of the FWA
and the two DGAs, respectively.
Qualification tests of all DM motors were performed at
FU Berlin. Beside electrical tests on specific torque,
impedance, back EMF/speed and insulation electrical
strength the units were also exposed to 8 cryo cycles
and 1000 lifetime cycle in each directions at liquid
helium temperature. This campaign was successfully
completed with a three-axes, ambient 40G sine and 49G
rms random vibration test.
4.2 Sensor
The position sensor scheme consists of four stationary
magnetoresistors arranged in a closed circuit which are
biased by a moving magnet [7]. A similar sensor system
has been succesfully space qualified for the focal plane
chopper of the PACS instrument aboard ESA's
HERSCHEL space observatory [8]. A position change
of the sensing magnet translates into a magnetic flux
switching through the individual magnetoresistors. The
electrical signal is proportional to the displacement and
is measured by connecting the pairs of mutually variable
magnetoresistors in an electrical Wheatstone bridge

CRITICAL COMPONENTS

To ensure maximum reliability, the critical components
of the wheel mechanisms such as motors, sensors and
bearings have undergone a rigorous test and
qualification program in order to lower the associated
technical risks in the assemblies.
4.1 Motor
The wheel mechanisms are actuated by a cryotorquer
type Cryo 84. This motor has been developed at the
Tieftemperaturlaboratorium (TTL) of the FU Berlin as
custom-made actuator for a wide range of space
applications between room and cryo temperature. It
could be used as precise positioner, stepper or torquer
with high efficiency even at lowest rpm. It was flown on

Fig. 6 Output signals of the position sensor unit. All 18 wheel
positions can be reliably differentiated.

circuit.Rare earth permanent magnets and field-plates
consisting of InSb/NiSb magnetoresistors are used as
parts of the filter and grating wheel mechanisms: The
permanent magnets are part of the electromagnetic
motor that is driving the wheels, the magnets and fieldplates are part of the wheel positioning system. Fig. 6
shows the performance of the sensor system in the FWA
flight model. All positions are clearly separated
As JWST will orbit around the Lagrangian point 2
during its mission the magnets and field-plates will be
exposed to cryogenic temperatures and to particle
radiation. Therefore the sensitivity of magnets and fieldplates to the cryogenic irradiation environment had to be
tested. For MIRI the total ionising dose (TID) was
estimated to be 42.5 krad-Si (Silicon equivalent dose).
The irradiation was carried out both at cryogenic
temperatures (6 K) and at room temperature (RT).
The low energy Proton Irradiation Facility (PIF) of the
Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) can provide monoenergetic
proton beams up to 70 MeV proton energy. For the
MIRI irradiation experiments a proton beam of E ~ 50
MeV was used. For the irradiation at RT the magnets
were simply fixed to the PIF sample holder. For the
sake of cold irradiation of magnets and field-plates the
samples were put into a cryostat which was placed
directly into the PIF proton beam. Inside this cryostat
the samples were mounted. The proton beam entered the
cryostat through a Plexiglas window. The cryostat was
designed in such a way, that two sample boards could
be separately placed inside.The flux values of the
magnets were measured before and after irradiation
outside the cryostat within a Helmholtz coil. The fieldplate resistance was measured within the cryostat at RT
and cryogenic temperatures. Furthermore it was
measured within a magnetic field produced by a superconducting NbTi coil. These measurements are of
importance as the field-plates within the JWST position

sensors are used to measure the magnetic field strength.
For the field-plates the parameter under investigation is
a possible change of their resistance due to irradiation.
During the cold irradiation the field-plates showed a
change in electrical resistance: The mean resistance
change at cryogenic temperatures without a magnetic
field was 0.10% and 0.12% with a magnetic field.
Nevertheless the amount of degradation was similar for
all field-plates: Without a magnetic field the deviations
from the mean value lay between -0.015% and 0.052%,
with a magnetic field between -0.025% and 0.016%.
This makes the field-plates usable for the JWST
position sensor as the sensor readout concept is only
sensitive to changes of single magnetoresistors with
respect to the others. Furthermore an annealing effect
could be recognised: after warming up the field-plates to
ambient temperature again the resistance values were
near to the values measured before the irradiation. For
the magnets the parameter under investigation was a
possible magnetic flux loss due to the irradiation.
Within the measurement accuracy of ±0.5% the magnets
showed no flux loss due to the irradiation. Thus both
components under qualification, fulfill the requirements
for the JWST mission. For a detailed discussion of the
test results see [9],[10].
4.3 Bearing
To allow for an accurate and robust suspension of the
wheel discs and the rotating parts of the mechanism we
use integrated ball bearings of the company ADR. A
major advantage with respect to minimizing positioning
tolerances is realized by the monolithic structure of the
custom-made axis and the inner bearing ring. This kind
of integration allows not only for higher precision and
less interfaces, but also leads to an easier assembly and
a reduced weight. The internal duplex configuration
features MoS2 lubrication on the stainless steel races of

Fig. 7 Schematic view of the central integrated duplex ball bearing delivered by ADR, Thomery (left). Manufactured bearing unit (right).

the bearing rings, additional 15% of auxiliary MoS2
lubrication is embedded in the Vespel cage.

NIRSPEC testing), and a medium size liquid helium
bath cryostat, also from MPIA. The optical and

Fig. 8 Specification of the central integrated duplex ball bearing of the wheel mechanisms (left). Evolution of mean and
peak friction torque of the bearing in units of cNcm during run-in in high-vacuum as a function of revolutions (right) .

A tilt of 0.8” corresponds to a shift of only 0.04 µm on a
base of 10 mm which nearly reflects the distance
between both bearing races in the central duplex
bearing. The position repeatability is mainly driven by
the precision of this central bearing. Although a radial
run-out of 4 µm is demanding for the central bearing, it
still seems feasible due to the fact that deviations in
single bearing balls average through the number of balls
in the bearing. The precision of the ratchet mechanisms
including index bearings determines the repeatability
around the rotation axis. The play of the index ball
bearings is reduced due to the contact pressure of the
ratchet. For comparison, a position repeatability of 4”
was achieved with the ISOPHOT ratchet design. FE
simulations and breadboard test have proven, that a
parasitic bending of the flexural pivots which sustain the
ratchets can be neglected, because the dislocation is
smaller than 0.1 µm.
Fig. 7 shows the design of the integrated bearing and
one manufactured unit before integration. The design
has been slightly adapted from the VM mechanisms: In
order to meet the vibration requirements, the preload
has been increased to 120 N leading to higher stiffness.
After a run-in procedure in high-vacuum at ESTL
Laboratories, the specification on average and peak
torques could be met (see Fig. 8).
5.

ACCEPTANCE TEST PROGRAM

electrical ground support equipment
interchanged between the two facilities.

can

be

Fig. 9 MPIA helium flow cryostsat for cryogenic tests
of the wheel mechanism

5.1 Test Facilities
The sequence of wheel mechanism flight model
acceptance tests comprises vibration as well as warm
and cryogenic functional and performance tests. All
vibration tests were performed at the ZEISS
Umweltlabor
in
Oberkochen.
For
cryogenic
measurements two cryostats are available. A helium
flow cryostat build at the Max-Planck institute in
Heidelberg (see Fig 9 – this device will be also used for

5.3 FWA vibration, functional & performance tests
The FWA test sequence started with a warm functional
performance test, comprising measurements of friction
torques, angular separation of wheel positions and
position
repeatability.
Following
the
warm
measurements, three-axis vibration tests were

performed. Loads were up to 20G sine and 8G rms
random. A coordinated notching approach was followed
to assure health of optical components and bearings.
The vibration test was completed successfully without
any degradation of the wheel parameters. After
vibration, the FWA was integrated into the cryostat and
a full set of functional and performance tests was
conducted under ambient vacuum conditions and after
cooldown of the cryostat. The mechanism reached at
temperature of 9K. Fig. 10 shows the comparison of the
friction torque measurements for the 18 FWA positions.
The low friction torque of 24 mNm, with a contribution
of 4mNm from the central bearing and 20 mNm from
the ratchet system, did not change in the cryovacuum.

Fig. 10 Friction torque of the filter wheel
assembly at ambient and LHe temperature.
The position repeatability was measured by deflecting
the wheel from one position and moving it back 10
times using an autocollimator. All measurements were
well below the requirement of 6 arcsec with a standard
deviation of 1.1 arcsec.
5.4 DGA vibration, functional
functional & performance tests
The DGA is currently undergoing vibration testing with
loads of 16G sine and 9.6G rms at writing of this paper.
The warm functional performance test for DGA-A and
DGA-B have been concluded successfully prior to
vibration. The positional repeatability of the DGA – a
critical parameter for the MIRI spectrometer
performance- has been excellent so far, as shown in Fig.
11. The measured angular repeatability of 2 arcsec rms
is well below the requirement of 4.3 arcsec rms.

Fig. 11Angular repeatability of DGA-A
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